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TO THE CLINIC
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SELECT I O N PR O CE S S

The Office of Strategic Research Initiatives within the
Houston Methodist Research Institute supports TRI
1 and 2 in advancing the development of projects
that are poised to move beyond the laboratory
into the clinical care realm. Applications for TRI
funding undergo a rigorous two-part process:
1. External Advisory Board Review:
Comprised of internationally renowned
experts in entrepreneurship, regulatory
affairs, product development, manufacturing,
marketing, clinical trials management,
commercialization and other disciplines, the
board rates projects according to potential.
2. Executive Committee Review:
Program leadership conducts a secondlevel review of applications to prioritize
funding by strategic program relevance.

Note: Founding Members of TRI 1 and 2 (those who commit $50,000 or more) are
invited regularly to provide insight and guidance during project reviews and updates.
Founding Members are introduced to new projects and invited to be a part of small group
conversations with scientists and executives as the selected TRI projects proceed.

In the following pages you will learn
about the projects funded by the initial
Translational Research Initiative.
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RESTORING FUNCTION
TO STROKE PATIENTS
SANTOSH H ELEKAR, MD , PH D & DAVID CH IU, MD

Drs. Helekar and Chiu have created a portable, wireless
magnetic stimulation hat – an invention that shows
promise in restoring some motor function in stroke
patients. This non-invasive, low battery powered device
uses a novel transcranial stimulation technology that
can selectively induce, modulate or suppress neural
activity and could also be used for other therapeutic
and diagnostic research applications. Best of all, it
can be controlled through a smartphone app. This
innovation would have wide-ranging clinical potential,
with the ability to offer a novel non-drug therapy for
the treatment of various neurological and psychiatric
conditions and the ability to bring motor recovery and
functional cortical reorganization to stroke patients.

ASSESSING
PATIENT SURVIVAL
POST-LIVER
TRANSPLANT
R. MAR K G H O B R I AL , M D , P H D & X IA N L I, M D , P HD

Drs. Ghobrial and Li have developed an assay
– or test – that can leverage the body’s own
immune system as a metric for predicting
post-transplant patient survival and thus help
reduce the frustration and expense of futile
transplants. This test will provide physicians
with additional information crucial to the
pre-transplant planning and guide decisions
about which patients would be the best donor
recipient. We hope to be able to decrease
the number of patients that are needlessly
excluded from treatment and thus expand the
treatment range of organ transplantation.
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NEUROSTIMULATION
THERAPY FOR ADVANCED
STROKE CARE
P HI LI P J. H O R N E R , P H D & GAV IN W. BR IT Z, M D

Drs. Horner and Britz have shown that targeted
neuro-modulation can be used to decrease
stroke cell death volume in animal models.
As such, they propose to develop a neural
stimulation induced therapy, or nSIM for acute
stroke patients. This nSIM device will be
incorporated into standard of care procedures
for severe stroke patients to help provide a
neurological protective effect. This therapy
would provide a much less invasive alternative
to other neurostimulation devices currently
on the market and could lead to remarkable
improvement in the management of stroke.
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THERAPEUTIC NANOVACCINE FOR HER2
POSITIVE CANCERS
H AIFA SH EN, MD , PH D

One of the most promising areas of cancer treatment today
involves immunotherapy, the use of the body’s own immune
system to attack and kill disease. Unfortunately, some of the
deadliest cancers – breast, pancreatic and prostate – have
not responded well to antibody-based immunotherapy drugs.
Dr. Shen and his team propose a nanotechnology-based cancer
vaccine (NanoVax) for the prevention and treatment of breast
cancer. Early studies have shown that loading cancer-fighting
antigens into silicon microparticles protects them from premature
destruction and stimulates the immune system to attack cancer
cells that overexpress the HER2 antigen. A vaccine against
HER2+ cells would train the immune system’s more destructive
agents to recognize the cancer cells overproducing HER2
and destroy them, leaving healthy cells more or less alone.
The introduction of this vaccine would be one of the first of its
kind and transform the treatment of HER2+ breast cancer.
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TARGETED LIPOSOMES
FOR MANAGING
PRETERM LABOR
BI AN A G O D I N , M S C P H A R M , P H D , J ER R IE R EF U ER Z O , MD
& MO N I CA LO N GO, M D , P H D

Every year in the United States, nearly 10 percent of infant

that targeting drugs directly to the mother’s middle uterine wall

deaths are due to premature births caused by preterm labor.

– the smooth muscle of the uterine myometrium – would cause

Investigators believe that preventing preterm labor can significantly

no harm to the fetus while simultaneously preventing preterm

reduce the number of infant deaths as well as the number

labor. They propose to transport via liposomes a combination

of babies born with birth defects and disorders caused by

of the most effective anti-contraction drugs directly to the

preterm labor and its current available treatments. Existing anti-

myometrium, a procedure that has the potential to transform

contraction drugs, or tocolytics, are effective but can also be

care for labor and delivery units at hospitals worldwide.

toxic to a developing baby. Dr. Godin and her team theorize
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BETA TEST AND
OBTAIN FDA 510(K)
CLEARANCE FOR
ANATOMICALIGNER
SYSTEM
J A M ES J. XI A, M D, P H D & J A IM E GAT EN O , D D S , MD

In the United States, more than 16.7 million are effected
by craniomaxillofacial (CMF) deformities. Current
planning tools, which are essential in pre-operation
preparation, are often cumbersome and imprecise. Drs.
Xia and Gateno have developed an innovative and user
friendly software program called AnatomicAligner that will
allow physicians performing CMF surgery to plan their
operation more accurately and efficiently.

FOUNDING
MEMBERS
$50, 000 O R M O R E

We invite you to be at the forefront of leading medicine by joining
these benefactors and becoming a Founding Member of the
Translational Research Initiative. Founding Members, those who
commit $50,000 or more over a period of up to five years, will
receive invitations to periodic TRI updates and be introduced
to new projects. The Houston Methodist Research Institute will
rely on Founding Members for guidance and perspective during
reviews with scientists and executives. In addition, Members
will be invited to our annual Founding Members meeting where
the most promising medical breakthroughs are showcased.

For more information, visit
houstonmethodist.org/TRI
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